
 

IPT "Malek Nassar" Station New in Matn District 

 

IPT "Malek Nassar" Station is situated at Deir Chamra main road, in the Matn district. 

When visiting the station, you will experience the professional services and you will benefit from all IPT 

distinctive products. Fuel your car with Quantum the advanced fuel only available at IPT Stations, or try IPT 

Diesel for your diesel engine. Change your car oil to a high standard “ELF”, and give your vehicle a wash. 

At IPT "Malek Nassar" Station, you don’t have to pay cash money, just pay with your IPT Prepaid Fuel Card, 

IPT GoGas or IPT Gift Card, save time and accumulate points to redeem them with free products and services.   

 

 

https://www.iptgroup.com.lb/
https://www.iptgroup.com.lb/ipt/en/news/ipt-malek-nassar-station-new-in-matn-district


Premium Products  

 

 

 

Introducing the ELF 2-Wheeler Range  
Available at IPT Stations, Elf Moto is a synthetic oil 

with an exclusive blend that boosts the power of your 

engine and allows you to operate under extreme 
temperature and severe conditions. 

For every 2-Wheeler a suitable formula: 

• Moto Road incorporates a clutch anti-slippage 

technology. 

• Moto Cruise guarantees engine multi-purpose 

protection. 

• Moto Self-mix guarantees easier cold start and 

provides multipurpose protection.  
 

 

IPT Prepaid Fuel Card 

 

 

 

IPT Prepaid Fuel Card: Save and Get 
Rewarded! 
For all drivers, IPT provides the solution that allows 

you to control your fuel expenditure, save time and get 

rewarded. It is easily rechargeable. 

Order now the "IPT Prepaid Fuel Card" by calling 78- 

822 822, tailor it upon your needs and enjoy IPT 

products and services.   
  

 

Climate Change  

 

 

 

Amazon Fire: A Warning of a 
Dangerous Future 

Scientists pointed 3 main causes of the 
Amazon Fire each related to human 
activity. 

They alerted of the coming driest part of 
the year and they affirmed that they have 
seen more fires this year than ever 
before. Read more 
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WEEKLY FUEL PRICES 

Local Fuel Prices 28/8/2019 

Gasoline 95 24,700 L.L. -400 L.L. 

Gasoline 98 25,300 L.L. -400 L.L. 

Diesel 17,200 L.L. -100 L.L. 

Gas (LPG) 11,600 L.L. -300 L.L. 
 

 

 

 

Visit iptgroup.com.lb Follow us on 
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